
A wet and squirty pornorama! The Porn Film Festival Vienna enters its fifth round!
Again, we decided to dive into the shallows of the porn waters for you and bring the

eroticizing spirit of the Porn Film Festival Vienna back for the fifth time. Our (lubricated)

anticipation grows by the day as the festival will return to its original time slot of April

20-24, 2022. The heat is rising as preparations for the festival are in full swing. But that's

not the only thing that has us sweating. Since this week, our program is finally online and

has us already blushing when browsing it. You can find the program on this page: Program '22 -

Porn Film Festival Vienna 2022.

 

All good things are 5!

We are gliding into our 5th anniversary with love, lust, and passion - and with good reason

too! The last few years have proven that we can do more than showcase dirty movies (which

doesn't mean we don't have those, too!). We do not only offer a platform for experimental,

sensual fantasies, but we also provide space for a feminist, queer view on porn, the

exploration and representation of diverse sexualities and genders, enlightenment, and

borderline experiences. We invite you to be curious, and have fun rediscovering your (and

other) bodies.

You can look forward to a colorful program that will not only stimulate your eyes and ears:

You can expect 5 days of Porn Film Festival, with 50 events, 22 short film series, 8 feature

films, and 20 side events. We celebrate our first sex- and body-positive party with the

collective hausgemacht! We bring the unique performers of Salon Kitty Revue on stage at our

burlesque show! And we are happy to have international guests accompanying us throughout the

festival - including the Post Pxrn Festival Warsaw, Hackerporn Film Festival from Rome, and

Satyrs & Maednas Porn Film Festival Athens.

Opening Film: THE LISTENER

The opening of this year's Porn Film Festival Vienna is made by a film that not only enlivens

the senses. Lidia Ravviso's THE LISTENER is an erotic thriller that makes a detective's hearts

beat faster. The protagonist, Nora, inherits the house from an unknown aunt. Happy about this,

she starts masturbating in her new home and discovers her superpower in the meantime:

conversations, movements, and especially the sex adventures of the neighbors Nora suddenly

seems to be able to hear in sharp sound. But she'll soon need her ability for another mission

- helping a handsome rookie detective solve a crime! The British flick can be seen at the

Schikaneder Kino on April 20, at 8 pm.
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Final Film: RAW! UNCUT! VIDEO!

We a glad to be able to present exceptional work to the cinema for the grande finale and show

you what happens behind the camera of safe sex fetish productions. When they couldn't find

porn they liked, Mark Hemry and Jack Frischerman decided to make their own videos. In the

documentary RAW! UNCUT! VIDEO! directors Ryan A. White and Alex Clausen show how Mark and

Jack's gay porn studio promoted a sex-positive image when AIDS was rampant in San Francisco.

The gay scene was struggling with homophobic attacks. A film about a devoted couple, a

devastating health crisis, and salvation through porn. Don't miss the conclusion of our

festival, April 24, at 8pm at Top Kino!

With us in the video booth

Our program also invites you on a seductive journey: From erotic and funny to sexy, political,

and perverse, there's something for everyone! In addition to selected feature-length films, we

will again present our short film series.

Our Fun Porn Shorts, Documentary Porn Shorts, and Straight Porn Shorts are always on board.

Juicy surprises can be found in the Gay Porn Shorts, and also the Experimental Porn Shorts

refresh our views. Away from heteronormative fantasies are the Lesbian Porn Shorts. With our

Queer Porn Shorts, we want to create more visibility for non-binary bodies and sexualities. Of

course, our Fetish Porn Shorts, BDSM Porn Shorts, Trans* Porn Shorts, Masturbation Porn

Shorts, and Group Porn Shorts are not missing. We are also incredibly excited about this

year's Greek Porn Shorts, which will be broadcast with Satyrs and Maenads: The Athens Porn

Film Festival. Festival director Menelas Siafakas will be there in person to answer your

questions.

 



You’ve got questions? We’ve got porn!

For those who still believe the words porn and sex come from the gates of hell, all I

can say is: everybody does it, and we do it anyways! So jump over your prudish

shadow, discover your erotic side, and be open for a festival full of highlights.

Savor the Flavor of Porn!

The Porn Film Festival is kindly supported by the Cultural Department of the City of

Vienna (MA 7).
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Information about Porn Film Festival Vienna

https://www.pornfilmfestivalvienna.at/ 

In 2017, Yavuz Kurtulmus and Jasmin Hagendorfer had the idea for Austria's Porn Film

Festival. They and a team of creative activists* have been creating a buzz in the

arts and culture scene since the festival's first edition made its way into Viennese

cinemas in 2018.

More than 4,000 visitors* flocked to the screenings and numerous side events each

year. They showed a lively interest in exploring the topic of porn in all its facets.

Date: April 20 - 24, 2022

Founder & Festival Director: Yavuz Kurtulmus

Co-founder and creative director: Jasmin Hagendorfer

Program management: Adrineh Simonian

Program: over 120 films; workshops, parties, lectures

Venues: Schikaneder, Topkino, Room D / MQ, Das Loft 

Web: www.pffv.at 
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